
Weaponsmith 681 

Chapter 681: Abduct Li’er back 

 

All news regarding her would be penned down and sent over by Mo Yi. 

Thinking of this, Li Moying became displeased. 

This lass…. She really had no conscience! 

He had noted all of these down in his heart. She dared to treat him in this way. After he had settle the 

Sect’s matters and finally found her, he would absolutely punish her severely! 

At least….. he had to punish her to offer him kisses…. At least a hundred times! 

Li Moying was still considering in his thoughts as the sides of his lips curled into a smile. 

Speaking of this, he had not intended to waste so much time in closed door cultivation in the Sect. He 

preferred to stay by Huang Yueli’s side and rush back to attend the tournament just a few days before it 

started. 

But after the Sect Master had heard about his engagement in South Yue Kingdom, he had already 

spoken to him personally once. 

The Sect Master was naturally not satisfied with Huang Yueli. A plausible but fallacious sixth grade 

talent, not of outstanding birth was simply incompatible with him. 

Sect Master even suggested for him to consider marrying Murong Fei as his lawful wife and for Huang 

Yueli to be a concubine instead. 

But Li Moying was extremely firm in his stance that if he was unable to marry Huang Yueli as his wife, he 

would choose to leave the Sect. 

In this way, Sect Master had no choice but to give way, telling him that if he were to successfully 

annihilate the West Sky Regions’ Sects and helped him to establish reputation for their Sect, then he 

would agree to let Huang Yueli join their Sect and agree to their marriage. 

Li Moying didn’t care if the people in the Sect minded or not. As for whether they agree or not, it wasn’t 

of concern to him. 

But as Sect Master Murong had given him a second chance in life, if he was able to get his Master’s 

blessings, he would feel overjoyed. 

And it was just because of this which was why he suppressed the urge to stay beside Huang Yueli, 

forcing himself to go into close door cultivation at the rear mountain. 

Luckily, the tournament was about to start soon and he had only needed to settle the matters here 

before he could run off to South Yue Kingdom open and aboveboard to abduct that little lass back to the 

Sect. Thereafter, they would get along day and night, not leaving each other’s sight….. 

Li Moying had been imagining their intimacy between the both of them as his smile grew deeper. 



His usually aloof and cold as ice handsome looks looked like it was snow melting, giving out a gentle 

expression which made his beautiful facial features add a few ***** charismatic allure. 

Murong Fei was stunned by this as her eyes was glued onto Li Moying’s face. 

Li Moying noticed her sight and instantly felt displeased. 

He didn’t know why whenever Li’er stared at him, he only felt a sense of excitement as his entire body 

started to become heated, wishing to hold that lass into his embrace, to melt into his blood and bones, 

to love her dearly. 

But if other women’s sight fell onto him, it only made him feel like vomiting! 

Li Moying frowned, “Alright, I want to continue with my closed door cultivation, Junior Sister please 

leave!” 

“But Senior Brother…” Murong Fei wanted to add on something. 

However, Li Moying had already walked towards the cliff, ignore her existence. 

Murong Fei could only turn around and leave in hatred! 

She looked at those cuisine which she had painstakingly cooked but yet been touched as her heart 

wallowed in self-pity and jealousy, throwing those dishes onto the ground in anger! 

“That slut, she actually hooked Senior Brother’s heart away! Too bad, no matter how good your foxy 

skills are, what use is there? Aren’t you… just a dead person now!” 

Chapter 682: Rainbow Spirit Crystal 

 

Little courtyard in the forest. 

It had been three days since the medicinal bath incident where Liu Buyan had left in anger. 

Huang Yueli started to think that since Liu Buyan was that angry, he might not continue with her 

treatment, leave her with an existing injury on top of another new injury and chase her out for her to 

survive on her own! 

But the very next day morning, two serving maids appeared on time at her room and not only did they 

help her with her daily activities, they also prepared the second day’s medicinal bath. 

“I didn’t expect this. Although Liu Buyan’s temper had turned strange but his principle towards 

treatment for patients had not changed at all!” 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled upwards as she had no qualms about accepting the pills he had supplied. 

Anyway she had already ruffled Liu Buyan’s feathers so no matter how worried she was wouldn’t change 

anything. So she might as well take it easy. 

What she should do now was to get herself healed before she could consider the next step to take. 



Just like that, another three days passed. It was until the third day’s afternoon when a serving maid 

suddenly walked in to report. 

“Miss Bai, Master invites you to the courtyard for a while, he’s waiting for you at Variance Blossoms 

Pavilion!” 

“Oh? Really? I thought… after he had threw such a huge temper, he wouldn’t want to see me for the 

rest of his life!” 

Huang Yueli stretched her lazy waist as she walked outdoors to look for Liu Buyan. 

The courtyard that Liu Buyan had been living in seclusion was not large but the inner structures were 

extremely exquisite. All the sceneries had been designed meticulously and there were plenty of rare 

flowers and plants which were not found in South Yue Kingdom planted here. It could be said that for 

every one step you’d see one scenery, four seasons in a year could be found here and it was extremely 

beautiful. 

Besides that, the entire hill slope at the back of the courtyard was transformed into a medical farm, 

where many rare and high quality medical herbs were planted. 

Any medical plant from the medical farm could be auctioned off in the Sky Emperor City for at a rocket 

high price! 

But Liu Buyan seemed to use these herbs to brew soup daily or to feed his pets….. 

Such extravagant consumption made Huang Yueli’s eyebrow twitch. He’s worthy of being the Number 

One Divine Doctor in Soaring Heavens Continent, rich and overbearing, even a spendthrift than her….. 

Walking to where the serving maid mentioned the location of the Variance Blossoms Pavilion was, 

Huang Yueli raised her head as she saw Liu Buyan inclined right in front of her, sitting in the Pavilion. 

As the gentle breeze blew past, his white robe fluttered. On the exquisite side of his face, a sense of 

loneliness was revealed. 

His eyelids drooped slightly but his vision of sight was aloof as though he was looking at something 

inside his hand. 

“Divine Doctor Liu!” 

Huang Yueli called him from afar and walked over. 

Liu Buyan stared blankly for a while and his right hand instinctively withdrew and kept the item in his 

hand into his sleeve. 

Huang Yueli was too far away and Liu Buyan’s action was too fast. 

So she had only took a glance from afar, not seeing clearly what he had in his hands was. She could only 

see that item giving out dazzling rainbow rays under the sunlight. That dazzling ray, although was just an 

instance, had attracted her attention. 

In her memory, only one stone had such radiant glow. 



Rainbow Spirit Crystal….. 

This was an extremely rare ninth grade material and in the entire Soaring Heavens Continent, there 

were only seven pieces. Every piece could clearly tell their history. 

Rainbow Spirit Crystal’s effect could greatly amplify the recovery rate of one’s Profound Energy and 

owning one piece of Rainbow Spirit Crystal would ensure the Profound Energy being regenerated. In 

times of a long battle, it was a magic tool which would determine the winner or loser. 

Chapter 683: The surprise that year 

 

But the rainbow spirit crystal was the most outstanding of all. Not only did it have a powerful effect, 

also….. that exceedingly dazzling radiance. 

The rainbow spirit crystal had an exquisite scintillation, a beautiful array of seven different colours 

interchanged continuously within the piece of small crystal as though a stream of rainbow had been 

confined in the crystal, so enchantingly beautiful until one could not move one’s sight away from it. 

For female practitioners, rainbow spirit crystal’s charm was simply irresistible. 

Ordinary gems could only make a woman feel fortunate. The strong recovery effect in combination with 

the indescribable beauty of the spirit crystal was more than enough to get a lady’s heart hooked. 

In her previous life, Huang Yueli also longed to own a piece of rainbow spirit crystal. 

But due to the sparsity of the rainbow spirit crystal, every piece was a valued treasure in some of 

Soaring Heavens Continent’s top powerhouses. 

Even though Huang Yueli was the number one Armament Master in the Continent that year, she was 

unable to make those powerhouses give up that rainbow spirit crystal. 

She was at a loss but after thinking of many ideas, she was still unable to get one piece. 

Just as she was about to give up, during one of her birthday, Mu Chengying suddenly brought her to a 

mythical paradise and mysteriously brought out a bracelet hidden behind him. 

Huang Yueli looked carefully, overwhelmed with surprise and joy, and couldn’t speak properly for quite 

a while! 

Because what Mu Chengying had given her was a bracelet made out of rainbow spirit crystal! It had 

always been something that she wanted but was unable to get it….. 

“You… where did you get this from?” 

“You don’t need to bother about this. This is for you, do you like it?” Mu Chengying smiled calmly as he 

avoided her question. 

Yet Huang Yueli noticed that something was amiss, “Something’s not right, this is such a big piece of 

rainbow spirit crystal! This piece belongs to Beam Moon Palace! You… how did you get them to give up 



this to you? They didn’t agree to the exchange when I said I’d refine ten pieces of nine grade upper level 

Profound Armaments for them!” 

“I naturally have my own ways. You only need to answer me, do you like it or not!” Mu Chengying 

gradually got closer to her as he whispered gently beside her ear. 

Huang Yueli’s face flushed into a scarlet red and mumbled softly, “I like…..” 

Subsequently, she found out that in order for Mu Chengying to obtain this rainbow spirit crystal, he had 

agreed to a shockingly major task, almost paying it with his life in order to give her this surprise. 

And on her birthday when Mu Chengying had rushed over, the injuries on his body had yet to recover 

fully….. 

….. 

Huang Yueli looked at the rainbow spirit crystal in Liu Buyan’s eyes and memories from her past life 

started to flow back into her. 

She wondered if the bracelet had exploded together along with her. 

If that rainbow spirit crystal were to be broken into smithereens, it would really be a waste. 

If it hadn’t been broken into pieces… then in whose hands were it in now? 

Huang Yueli had been indulging in flights of fancy when Liu Buyan turned around and looked at her. 

“You’re really slow! You’ve gotten accustomed to staying here just after a few days, eh!” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Yes, I am really grateful to Divine Doctor Liu for your warm hearted reception and 

for treating my injuries. How can I ever repay you for your gratitude…..” 

These words were coming from the bottom of her heart because if it wasn’t for Liu Buyan, she would 

had been dead by now. 

So she was still grateful to him. 

Liu Buyan threw her a glance and spoke in a neither cold nor warm tone, “It looks to me that you’re 

already used to the lifestyle. These few days, you’d either eat or sleep, no different from a pig! If you 

were to say you’re not used to it, who would believe you?” 

Chapter 684: Accompany me for three months 

 

The corners of Huang Yueli’s mouth twitched, feeling that the gratitude that she had earlier had 

vanished by half. 

This really was….. ivory would not sprout from a dog’s mouth! 

How was she to reply to this? 

However, Liu Buyan didn’t expect her to reply as he continued talking. 



After freeloading for so long and wasting so many of my valuable herbs, don’t tell me you’re just 

intending to take advantage of me? Haven’t you ever considered…. How you should repay me?” 

“Ugh…..” Huang Yueli went into a blank. 

To repay a debt naturally was entirely justified. 

But when she looked to Liu Buyan in her past life for treatment, she had never paid him any 

compensation so…. subconsciously, she had missed out on this. 

It was after Liu Buyan’s reminder that she suddenly recalled that her identity was no longer the same as 

her past life so naturally Liu Buyan would not let her take advantage of him for nothing. 

She hastily added, “Of course I know about this reasoning and I will definitely repay you! But Divine 

Doctor Liu, you’re the number one Divine Doctor in the Continent. Whatever you want, you’d already 

have it whereas I’m only a second stage realm practitioner so I really don’t know what compensation I 

can give you in order to satisfy you? If Divine Doctor Liu, you have anything that you want, please let me 

know and I’ll send it over with my two hands!” 

“Really? That’s great! You have something… that I’m interested in!” 

Liu Buyan raised his brow and on his charming face, he gave out a lazy smile as his gaze was fixated on 

Huang Yueli. That expression seemed to be sizing up the item he had in his hands. 

Huang Yueli felt uncomfortable by his gaze as she subconsciously took a step backward. 

“Divine Doctor Liu, you…. please go ahead and speak your mind.” 

Liu Buyan sat up straight and looking at her, he opened his mouth and said, “Accompany me for three 

months!” 

“What?” Huang Yueli didn’t expect him to say this and her eyes opened wide. 

Liu Buyan ill-intentionally curled the corners of his lips as his smile looked slightly evil. 

“Need me to make things clearer? Accompany me for three months. During this period, no matter what 

I ask you to do, you’re not allowed to reject and you must follow what I tell you to do!” 

“But…” Huang Yueli frowned, “Why do you need me to accompany you?” 

Liu Buyan gave a soft snigger as he suddenly stood up. 

He looked slightly skinny dressed in the white robe when he was sitting down but when he stood up, he 

revealed a well-built muscular body. 

Step by step, he got closer to Huang Yueli, almost to the point of sticking to her before he stopped. 

“….. to want you to accompany me, naturally because I have some interest in you…. don’t you 

understand? Are you really that pure? Huh?” 

Liu Buyan stuck close to her ear as he blew some air towards her ear lobes, intentionally making things 

sound extremely ambiguous. 



Huang Yueli creased her eyebrows sensitively as she turned her head towards one side. 

Liu Buyan held up her chin and continued to tease her, “Why? You’ve already stripped and bathed in 

front of me so why are you pretending to be reserved now? My meaning… you should be very clear isn’t 

it?” 

He purposely said this, thinking that this little lass might just jump in shock the very next moment and 

treat him like a pervert, flying into a rage out of humiliation! 

Or perhaps, she was smitten by his charm and shyly rejecting, not daring to accept his request directly. 

However, what was unexpected was….. 

“There’s no problem….. agreeing to your request, but three months is simply too long. I can only afford 

to stay here for seven days!” 

Chapter 685: The first order 

 

“What?” 

This time, the person who was in shock was Liu Buyan. 

He lowered his head to take a look at Huang Yueli’s expression, which did not reflect the shock or 

embarrassment which he had anticipated. 

On the contrary, her expression was calm and her intonation when she spoke was stable, as though her 

emotions were not affected by him one bit, and what they were conversing in was something very 

ordinary. 

Liu Buyan frowned as he had mentioned the same request to quite a number of young ladies. But this 

was the first time that anyone had agreed so readily as though she didn’t worry about her chastity at all! 

Upon hearing such a request, normal ladies would understand what he wanted to derive from their 

bodies so they would hesitate for quite some time before they agree to it. 

What on earth was this young lass thinking of? 

In fact, Huang Yueli had so readily agreed was naturally due to her own reasoning. 

During her past life when she was still alive, Liu Buyan would love to let the ladies around him 

accompany him for some time. Initially, Huang Yueli viewed his character with disdain, feeling that he 

was using the treatment as an excuse to coerce the ladies. 

Subsequently, after one incident, she realised that Liu Buyan had asked the young lady to stay by his 

side but he had not done anything scandalous to them, only treating them like a doll, requesting them 

to dress according to his wishes and thereafter accompanying him to have his meal or engage in a 

conversation. 

Although she did not know why the Number One Divine Doctor would have such a strange hobby, but 

this was nothing unacceptable. 



If it was just acting like a doll which only accompanied to eat or conversed and not sleep together, and 

yet would be able to repay him for saving her life, then this was just a simple task. 

Only… three months to her was simply too long. 

Liu Buyan frowned as he exclaimed, “Are you joking? Seven days? The gratitude towards you is only 

worth seven days? I’m telling you, the number of number who wishes to climb onto my bed starts from 

Northern Ice Fields all the way to Dark Moon Forest. The fact that I’ve chosen you is your honour! You 

still dare to bargain?” 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched. 

The things he said…. were really wicked. If she hadn’t known about his character, she would probably 

had thought he was a big pervert. 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at him as she said, “Three months was initially possible but I have something 

extremely important to do so latest by the end of seven days, I must leave this place. If you are willing, I 

can use money or Profound Armament or similar items to pay for the remaining time or I can repay back 

after I have completed my business.” 

Liu Buyan inquired, “What business could you possibly have?” 

“I must rush to Sky Cloud City within twenty days’ time. The exact reason, I’m sorry for not being able to 

reveal it. Anyway when time is up, I absolutely must leave!” 

Twenty days later was the enrolment date for various academies. 

In order to reach Sky Cloud City by foot, judging on her speed, she will need ten over days for the entire 

journey. 

So staying here for seven days was her limit. Otherwise she would not be able to meet with the deadline 

for Celestial Light Academy’s enrolment. 

Liu Buyan stared at her for a moment and finally nodded. 

“Alright but in this seven days, you must be available anytime and not defy any of my requests!” 

“Alright, it’s a deal!” Huang Yueli nodded. 

“Deal!” 

Once the agreement had been met, Liu Buyan stood up and let go of Huang Yueli. 

He turned around and pointed on the set of clothes on the stone table and said to her, “Now, the first 

order is for you to change into this dress!” 

Chapter 686: Enchanting to such an extent 

 

Huang Yueli just realised that on the stone table beside Liu Buyan laid an exquisite set of clothing. 



That was a sakura coloured puffy sleeved flowing dress. On the hem of the sleeve and skirt were a mix 

of exquisite embroidery patterns made with golden thread. The layering skirt hems looked like petals 

from a blooming flower. 

Upon seeing this dress, Huang Yueli’s eyes shone! 

In her past life, she had been especially fond of the puffy sleeved long flowy dress and almost all of her 

dresses were of the similar style. She was also the one to lead the trend in this kind of petal hemmed 

design. 

During that time, as a famed peerless beauty in Soaring Heavens Continent who loves this design, it had 

caused numerous young ladies to follow suit in dressing up like her. Which was why until today, the 

flowy dress style remained as a display of Soaring Heavens Continent’s female practitioners manifesting 

their identity. 

The more arrogant, self-important and outstanding innate talent that a young lady had, the more she 

enjoyed dressing up in this manner. 

And the dress that Liu Buyan had brought out had exceptionally exquisite embroidery with fine 

workmanship. So even a young lady like Huang Yueli who had high expectations instantly fell in love with 

this. 

She delightfully took over the dress and replied, “No problem! I’ll go back and change right now, just you 

wait!” And she ran off back to her room in high spirits. 

Initially she was still worried if Liu Buyan’s aesthetic appreciate would be too exotic. 

If he had made her dress up like a laughable country girl, then her reputation as the Continent’s Number 

One Armament Master would be throw away cleanly. 

But now this job was so easy. She only needed to accompany him to eat and chat and there’s also such a 

beautiful dress to wear, so it was simply too simple and too worthwhile, okay! 

Huang Yueli quickly changed her clothes and returned to the pavilion. 

Liu Buyan had been waiting in the pavilion. A jug of wine and two wine glass appeared on the stone 

table and he held up his glass, pouring and drinking by himself. 

When he heard her approaching, Liu Buyan turned around. 

The next second, his eyes opened wide and his gaze… was filled with unconcealable admiration! He was 

totally mesmerized! 

The young lady before his eyes was dressed in a flowing cloud like dress, sakura colour complemented 

her fair skin which made it look even more tender, as though a slight pinch would make water flow out. 

The layers on the long dress flowed downwards like blooming petals. When she moved with quick, light 

steps, the layers of hem would sway along, moving up and down. Reflecting against the rays of the 

sunset, she looked so beautiful like an angel who had mistakenly descended into the mortal land. 

Liu Buyan’s eyes were fixated on her. 



“Cough cough, do I really look so mesmerizing?” 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled as she couldn’t help but feel delighted. 

Although Liu Buyan wasn’t the type of men who she liked, but to be able to mesmerize such a handsome 

man till his eyes was unable to move away, it was some sort of achievement. 

Liu Buyan finally found his senses and with a light cough, “Just so so, I guess. Compared… compared to 

that person, you still got a long way to go!” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes, not seemingly hearing him clearly. 

“Who? Who am I still far away from?” 

Liu Buyan replied, “Nothing, you heard wrongly!” 

Huang Yueli: “….” 

She really heard Liu Buyan said something but why did he change his words in a blink of an eye and not 

admit what he said? Something smelled fishy….. 

Liu Buyan stared at her a little longer and took out a jade hairpin from his sleeve. 

Huang Yueli looked closely and found that this jade hairpin’s design showing a phoenix extending its 

wings. The carving was remarkably imitated to perfection and on the position of the phoenix’s eyes, 

inlaid a Rainbow Spirit Crystal. 

Compared to her previous life’s bracelet, this Rainbow Spirit Crystal was naturally much smaller. 

But just this small piece of jewel was already enough to purchase seventeen or eighteen small countries. 

Chapter 687: Jade Phoenix Hairpin 

 

So when she was here earlier, the item that Liu Buyan was playing around with was this jade hairpin….. 

As Huang Yueli’s gaze grazed past the hairpin, she couldn’t help but be attracted to it, so she took a few 

more glances at it. 

It was undeniable that Liu Buyan’s aesthetics view was rather outstanding. 

Just from the intricate carving, design, colour from this jade hairpin, every aspect was splendid and 

magnificent, unable to find any flaw from it. Although that Rainbow Spirit Crystal was small, but it had 

the magical touch of livening the phoenix, making it look like it was about to spread its wings and fly! 

More importantly, she recalled that there was no Rainbow Spirit Crystals which were inlaid in any jade 

hairpin. So this proved that this hairpin….. was specially forged to become the carrier of the Rainbow 

Spirit Crystal. 

She wondered…. If this was the work of Liu Buyan? 

Huang Yueli’s eyes shone after she saw the hairpin and Liu Buyan suddenly spoke out, “What’s the 

matter? Feel that this is pretty?” 



“Pretty! It’s very beautiful!” Huang Yueli naturally told the truth and gave her praises unselfishly, “The 

carving is really marvellous, I wonder which outstanding craftsman had forged such a beautiful jade 

hairpin! But only this fine workmanship is able to match the Rainbow Spirit Crystal inlaid in the hairpin!” 

“You know this is the Rainbow Spirit Crystal?” Liu Buyan raised his eyebrows. 

“Ughh…. About this…..” 

Huang Yueli suddenly realised that she had completely forgotten about her identity and had misspoken. 

After all, an item like the Rainbow Spirit Crystal was unheard of even among many fifth or sixth stage 

realm practitioners! 

She hurriedly found an excuse, “I had…. seen a drawing in one of the books noting down the Continent’s 

treasures and I’m not really sure if this is it…. don’t tell me it really is the Rainbow Spirit Crystal?” 

Liu Buyan didn’t investigate further and only took a glance at her before passing the jade hairpin over. 

“Put this on and let me take a look.” 

“Ah…. AH??” 

Huang Yueli was stunned as she thought she had heard him wrongly! 

Was there something wrong with Liu Buyan’s brain? He actually passed such a valuable spirit crystal jade 

hairpin so casually to a stranger for her to wear? 

For such grade of treasure, even if it was one of the large sects in the Sky Emperor City it would be the 

most precious among all the treasures so they wouldn’t let anyone take a single glance at it! 

He simply just brought it out like this? Wasn’t he just too spendthrift? 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but creased her eyebrows as she tried hard to recall, could it be that Pill 

Masters were much richer than Armament Masters? 

When she received the Rainbow Spirit Crystal bracelet in her past life, as it was very valuable, she had 

always kept it carefully! Who would act like Liu Buyan in such a rich and imposing way? 

Liu Buyan saw her blank look as a smile slowly formed. 

“Why are you in a daze? I asked you to put it on, didn’t you hear me? Tsk, to have a hearing deficiency at 

such a young age or you just simply don’t understand human language?” 

He was the one who wasn’t talking human language!! 

Since Liu Buyan was acting like a tycoon, then why should she feel heartache for him? 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at him as she received the Phoenix Jade Hairpin and put it in a slanted angle 

into her hair. 

She had always been light with her fingers and had been deft in making herself look pretty. Just a few 

movements of her wrists and she had already placed the jade hairpin into her jet black, soft hair which 

was tied up into a bun as she revealed a fair and elaborate face. 



A few stands of fringe hung down from the corners of her forehead, adding on some charm. 

And along with the jade hairpin which was stuck in her flowing black hair, the shimmer of that Rainbow 

Spirit Crystal in the phoenix’s eyes, it made her look like a fairy that had descended from the heavens. 

Chapter 688: Number one beauty’s charm 

 

Liu Buyan stared intently at the young lady in front of him and felt his heart pounding wildly. Many many 

years ago, that indescribable feeling when he met that young lady started surging back into him. 

Too alike….. 

Really… too alike….. 

Even though the young lady in front of him wasn’t particularly beautiful and as compared to that 

gorgeous, peerless beauty in his memory, she was just too ordinary and their looks were not alike in any 

sense. 

But the temperament in the both of them were indeed very alike…. 

That person and her were the same, they were both suitable to wear the similar styled dress….. 

That person and her were the same, under the reflection of the Rainbow Spirit Crystal, their charm 

became even more mesmerizing….. 

Even the posture on how she tie up their hair, was so similar to that person….. 

The person in his memory had on numerous times, casually took a hairpin and easily tied her hair up in a 

few moves after a battle. Her fine black hair had been transformed easily into a fresh and charming 

style. 

For that one moment, Liu Buyan had thought that the person right before his eyes was that person 

whom he had known more than a decade ago, the one whose fame was known throughout the entire 

Soaring Heavens Continent’s number one Armament Master, number one beauty – Huang Yueli! 

“Divine Doctor Liu, Divine Doctor Liu, what are you thinking about?” Huang Yueli interrupted his 

thoughts. 

Originally, she didn’t mind such a peerless handsome man to be smitten with her. 

But after some time, she felt something was wrong and the way Liu Buyan looked at her was really 

weird, as though he was going to see through her! 

Surely he couldn’t be thinking of something filthy right? 

Upon hearing Huang Yueli’s voice, Liu Buyan snapped out of his thoughts. 

“Oh…. Nothing. I was just saying…. the jade hairpin on you looks barely manageable.” Liu Buyan gave an 

evil smile, trying to hide his shock and said unforgivingly. 

He…. what was he thinking about earlier? 



Huang Yueli was already dead, dead! 

Not only was she dead, even her soul had completely vanished. Forever and ever, she would never 

appear again. 

The little lass in front of him, was indeed someone whom he had seen in so many years, most alike to 

Huang Yueli. 

For many years, he had lots of beauties accompany him and every single one had a certain part which 

resembled the Huang Yueli he remembered over a decade ago. For example some were the eyes, others 

were mouth, and some others were her figure….. 

As long as there was something similar, he would think of ways to make that person stay and 

accompany him for a period of time. 

Only, although those people resembled her, but they were unable to display Huang Yueli’s indescribable 

temperament. She was just that extraordinary and no one even had one percent of her charm. 

Only this young lass in front of him. She obviously didn’t look like her but she was able to display eighty 

percent of the number one beauty’s charm. 

Liu Buyan sighed gently as he showed signs of melancholy. 

However no matter how alike she was, it was only a resemblance. 

He really…. shouldn’t be captivated by just a mere illusionary delusion. 

Huang Yueli was ridiculed by him and momentarily felt discontented as she rolled her eyes at him and 

said, “Barely manageable! Then why did you stare at me for half a day for! Tsk, such duplicity!” 

Liu Buyan retorted, “I think…. Aren’t you too narcissi? I’m only looking at the jade hairpin that I carved 

myself. As for you, you’re just a mannequin that is displaying my jade hairpin only, what’s there for me 

to look at?” 

Huang Yueli’s face turned green. 

This was an insult, absolutely a naked insult! 

She pouted her lips and replied, “I really can’t tell, you actually know how to carve! And your carving is 

so….. you’ve spent quite an effort isn’t it? Could it be that you’re preparing to give this present to the 

girl of your dreams?” 

Chapter 689: Is there a lady whom you like 

 

Huang Yueli’s original intent was to poke fun at him. Since he already had someone whom he liked, he 

still dared to stare at the other ladies! This was considered as emotional extramarital affair! 

But who knew, when Liu Buyan heard what she said, his face sank immediately as his gaze turned cold. 



“Regarding my matters….. you better not ask too much! According to our agreement, you only need to 

listen to my requests obediently! If I were to hear such questions again, be careful that I chop you up 

into minced meat to fertilise my backyard’s medical farm!” 

He abruptly had a change of attitude. Earlier that wicked smile was still hanging on his lips but now his 

lips were tightly pursed together and the tone that he used was also filled with a stern attitude from 

someone who had assumed a top position. 

Huang Yueli was slightly surprised and with an “Oh” sound with a frightened expression and she stopped 

asking further. 

However, although she didn’t say anything, she was suspicious within her heart. 

Speaking of this, to carve a jade hairpin by hand, it was definitely to give to a lady so does that mean Liu 

Buyan really had a lady that he liked? 

But in her previous life, she didn’t seemed to have heard him mentioning about such a person, so could 

she have sprouted out in the past decade? What sort of person was she? 

The amount of women who surrounded Liu Buyan were numerous and although he was all smiles with 

them, but in actual fact, he didn’t fancy anyone at all! To be able to be fancied by Liu Buyan, even to the 

extent of him carving a jewellery piece for her, what sort of person was she? 

To tell the truth, she was really a little…. no, extremely curious! 

Only, now it seemed impossible to ask the question. 

….. 

In the far end of the Sect, on the path of the rear mountain. 

A team of guards were escorting Mo Yi along the mountain path, towards the direction of the water 

prison. 

However, these inner disciples had tied up his hands and were not rough with him. 

As the inner discipled were merely one to two hundred people and Mo Yi was one of them. As everyone 

were met frequently so they had some sort of friendly relationship. 

Besides that, Mo Yi was also Young Sect Master’s trusted aide, so there’s no guarantee that when the 

Young Sect Master became the Sect Master, he might become the Sect’s important elder. So for such a 

person, not many were willing to offend him. 

The only problem was as this was Eldest Young Miss’ order, so they didn’t dare not to disobey. 

Those disciples who were more familiar to Mo Yi couldn’t help but advised, “Senior Brother Mo Yi, look 

at yourself, what are you tormenting yourself for! Since Eldest Young Miss doesn’t allow you to enter 

the rear mountain, then don’t go! Why go against her? Once you’ve gone into the water prison, the 

water inside are water underground which had been frozen for a thousand years. If you’re inside for too 

long, it will hurt your meridians and affect your cultivation! It’s simply not worth it!” 



Mo Yi heave a big sigh and replied, “You guys don’t understand. I really have a very important matter 

and if Master comes out of closed door and finds out that I didn’t report to him on time, he will fly into a 

rage!” 

Really? What matter could it be that is more important that the West Sky Region Sect’s tournament?” 

“Yes… you’re didn’t deliberately not report this but you were stopped by Eldest Young Miss. So just push 

the blame to her because this wasn’t your fault in the first place! Young Sect Master trusts you so much 

so he won’t put the blame on you!” 

The crowd started giving words of advice of their own. 

Mo Yi shook his head and didn’t rebuke them, as though he was convinced by them. 

Mo Yi’s cultivation was much higher by the rest of them by several times and they had barely won by 

numbers. So in the beginning, everyone guarded against him. 

But after walking such a long distance, Mo Yi didn’t seem to show any signs of resistance and even 

started to chat with them so everyone started to let down their guard. 

Chapter 690: The might of thunder and lightning 

 

Everyone believed that Mo Yi had always been loyal to the Sect and would quietly accept the 

punishment that Eldest Young Miss had meted out, not daring to resist. 

In this way, some inner disciples had let down their guard and their minds gradually wandered off. 

Mo Yi had been silently observing the performance of the team which was escorting him and found a 

number of them were rather relaxed. He winced his eyes and once a few of them walked past a corner, 

he rose in revolt suddenly! 

He retrieved two pieces of Thunder Flame Balls and smog bombs which Huang Yueli had passed to him 

some time ago and threw it among the crowd, taking them by surprise. 

“Damn it! What’s the situation, something caught fire?” 

“Oh my god, why can’t I see clearly! Everyone take caution and don’t beat up our own people!” 

No one had expected that an explosion would happened right next to them and because the effect of 

Huang Yueli’s smog bomb was so great that several layers were superimposed together and instantly, 

thick smoke covered the surroundings and it was practically impossible to see clearly each person’s 

position. 

In the midst of the confusion, Mo Yi used his Soaring Heavens sword to cut loose the ropes, took the 

opportunity when everyone were running about everywhere and extended his fastest speed to escape. 

He didn’t have much time. Once the smog dissipated, they would discovered that he had escaped. 

By then, this would had been reported to Murong Fei and she would definitely find a chance to capture 

him again. What’s more, she would have figured out that he would have gone to look for Li Moying and 



would set up enough people to patrol around the rear mountain. In this way, he would not even hope to 

see a glimpse of Li Moying! 

This was why Mo Yi didn’t waste any time and on the first moment, he ran towards the rear mountain. 

This time, he didn’t dare to enter from the main door, but choose to sneak in via the small path in the 

middle of the mountain. 

Mo Yi knew that the location which Li Moying had his closed door cultivation would always be at the 

sword cliff at Heaven Crate Valley so he ran towards that direction directly. 

However, the rear mountain was filled with various mechanisms. He had only ran a short distance when 

he stepped on one of them. 

“Pew Pew” was heard and a row of poison arrows were shot out, which Mo Yi easily avoided. 

The only problem was avoiding the arrows were easy but after the mechanisms were activated, it let out 

a ear piercing sound and the surrounding guards were all attracted by it. 

Who is that!” 

“Who’s there??” 

“Quickly, men, someone has snuck into the rear mountain!” 

The guards were yelling and shouting as they surrounded the location where Mo Yi was. 

Mo Yi clenched his teeth, ignoring them and continuing to speed towards his destination! 

The more mechanisms he activated, the more chaos he attracted and the number of guards pursuing 

him… had increased! 

Some of them had even recognised him. 

But the distance to Heaven Crate Valley was nearing! 

“Stop right here! Mo Yi, how dare you! You actually defied my orders and escaped from the water 

prison!” 

Even Murong Fei pursued him and yelled out sternly, “Stop right there now!” 

However, Mo Yi had already reached the boundary of Heaven Crate Valley and from afar, he could see a 

lightning stuck thunder field! 

He did not dare to hesitate and increased his speed once more as he sped towards the raging thunder 

and lightning field! 

“Stop! You think that once you enter Heaven Crate Valley, I won’t dare to capture you?” 

The distance between the both of them was merely a hundred meters or lesser and Murong Fei rushed 

into the boundary of the thunder field. At the same time, she shot an sharp, icy arrow with shocking 

might towards the back of Mo Yi! 



Mo Yi’s speed had already been raised to the maximum but the icy arrow’s speed was much faster! The 

icy arrow was about to penetrate his body! 

At this very moment, in Heaven Crate Valley, a shocking loud boom reverberated! 

“RUUMMBBLLLEEE~~~~~!” 

A flash of bluish purple coloured lighting was seen in the sky! 

 


